
CHAPTER 18 

POSTCOLONIALISM 

ELIZABETH DELOUGHREY 

IN the past few years there has been unprecedented scholarly interest and production 
in the field of postcolonial ecocriticism, including book-length studies on African, 
Caribbean, and South Asian literatures and the environment. l Some critics have inter
preted this as a vital and energizing postcolonial turn in the dominant fields of American 
and British ecocriticism, while others have lamented a lack of ecocritical engagement 
with the postcolonial methodologies that these studies represent. Although there is a 
general call for more transnational scholarship in ecocritical studies, national formula
tions of literary study continue to play an important role in the constru~tion of the field. 2 

It remains to be seen whether postcolonial studies and US/UK ecocritical studies will 
continue in their established, largely separate scholarly worlds connected by an eclec
tic but growing body of postcolonial ecocritics, or if each respective field will be trans
formed by the other. The growing concern with the global scope of climate change has 
given a planetary dimension to both fields of study; thus, both ecocritics and postcolo
nialists share an interest in theorizing the planet as a whole and in examining literature's 
part in shaping consciousness of the globe. In this essay I'll explore some of the different 
mappings of the globe byecocritics and postcolonalists, and turn to how militarization 
has been a constitutive part of both globalization and planetary thought, particularly 
in the Pacific. Moreover I will highlight how postcolonial approaches, which have long 
theorized the relationship between place and empire, contribute an important critique 
of universalist modes of globalism. 

MAPPING THE GLOBE AND EMPIRE 
....................................................................................... e .............................................................. ~ ...................................................................................................................................... . 

Since there are different spatial and historical logics to postcolonial and ecocritical theo
ries, there must be a different accounting of their intellectual genealogies. British and 
American ecocritics have tended to outline a history of "first-wave" and "second-wave" 
scholarship in which concerns about the impact of empire, race, and gender are thought 
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to have arisen after a primary focus on conservation and wilderness.3 Postcolonial eco
critics, while often drawing from US ecocriticism, have emphasized their genealogical 
origins in more rhizomatic terms, drawing from historians of empire, decolonization 
discourse, geography, Marxism, ecofeminism, political ecology, and environmental 
justice work.4 The analytics of place, power, knowledge, and representation are vital to 
postcolonial studies, which has engaged in an ongoing critique of the homogenization 
of global space from European colonialism to its aftermath in neoliberal globalization. 
As a result, postcolonial approaches to environmental thought tend to highlight alter
ity, difference, and rupture, which are vital methods of deconstructing the discourses 
of Enlightenment universalisni. Some of the work of postcolonial ecocriticism includes 
examining the implications of foundational narratives, problematizing assumptions of 
a universal subject and of an.essentialized nature, and examining how forms of domi
nance are naturalized. 

This critique of universal narratives of both history and the subj ect has been vital to 
postcolonial theory. This is evident in work that examines the colonial history of map
ping literal and epistemic borders that divide the normative masculine Euro-American 
subject from its others. The cartographies of empire and their modes of enclosure
whether mapped as colonies, nations, or first, second, third, and fourth "worlds" -have 
all been important terrain for postcolonial critique. Consequently, postcolonial schol
arship has had a specifically spatial emphasis, even if it has not been especially atten
tive to nonhuman nature beyond questions of resource extraction. While attempting to 
parochialize European epistemologies and the universal subject of history, postcolonial 
studies has also been critical of how globalization discourse employs homogenizing nar
ratives that ignore the history of empire and its ongoing legacies of violence. This helps 
to explain the postcolonial wariness about globalizing narratives in which ecocritical 
expertise emanates from a "first-world" center and is exported to the peripheries/colo
nies as a second wave.5 Such a genealogy is all too reminiscent of modernization the
ory of the 1960s in which the industry-based technologies of the North were exported 
to the global south, upholding a linear model of progress epitomized by the Green 
Revolution.6 Activists and scholars around the globe have been understandably criti
cal about the unilateral application of northern technologies of industrial agriculture 
and environmental policies onto the global south in ways that do not take into account 
local contexts.7 As Rob Nixon has argued, generations of activists have fought against 
an "antihuman environmentalism that too often sought (under the banner of universal-

J 

ism) to impose green agendas dominated by rich nations, and Western NGOs': 8 

These debates have centered· not only on the sovereignty of natural resources but 
also on access to the global commons, particularly since the Cold War. For example, 
the United Nations' Convention on the Law of the Sea was catalyzed by the US territo
rial expansion into its coastal seas in the 1950S, which tripled US territory and led to 
decades of discussion and policy making about fishing and seabed mining rights, as well 
as the juridical definition of the global commons.9 A similar remapping took place at 
the "ends of the earth" in the 1959 Antarctic Treaty, the first nuclear arms treaty in which 
the southern pole was defined a demilitarized zone and the "prOvince of mankind:'lo 
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Other international attempts to ensure equitable access to global resources included the 
United Nations Conference on the Human Environment in Stockholm (1972), which 
sought to establish a territorial mandate for global environmental sovereignty, and the 
World Charter for Nature (1982), which critiqued American nuclear militarism and its 
global environmental impact in particular. The mapping of nationalism and global
ism changed radically after World War II; the number of nations doubled and postwar 
international conferences and treaties reflected a powerful critique from the global 
south about the expansive role of the hypermilitarized technologies of the North and its 
regimes for managing global space. 

Although ecocritics of all disciplinary backgrounds have been turning to concepts of 
the globe, they have not been especially attentive to these unprecedented historic events 
in which world space-from the Earth's oceans and outer space to Antarctica-have 
been radically remapped. Thus, scholars have critiqued a particular form of northern 
environmentalism that does not address the cartographic histories of empire and econ
omy.ll Nevertheless, some American-focused ecocritics have been self-reflexive about 
the limits of the field and the problems of eco-parochialism. In fact, the recent shift in 
Americanist circles towards "ecoglobalism" and "eco-cosmopolitanism" has opened up 
an important bridge to postcolonial approaches. Ecoglobalism is, in Lawrence Buell's 
words, "a whole-earth way of thinking and feeling about environmentality': while Ursula 
Heise defines eco-cosmopolitanism as a form of theorizing "environmental world citi
zenship" that addresses "the challenge that deterritorialization poses for the environ
mental imagination': 12 Both approaches speak to the need to think in global terms about 
the environment, as well as to the limitations of this framework. This is an important 
and welcome shift that encourages us to speak in more 'complex and historically layered 
terms about the relationship to place imagined on a global, and perhaps more compara
tive, scale. 

Since the formulations of ecoglobalism and ecocosmopolitanism have been largely 
separate from postcolonial methodologies, it seems an opportune moment to raise ques
tions about how a global approach to environmental literature differs from a postcolonial 
one. Moreover we must ask why, despite decades of postcolonial theorizing about the 
globe (and its representational limits), most US and UK ecocritics have made a "global 
turn" without engagement with the work of their postcolonial colleagues who often are 
working just down the hall. There ~re many possible reasons for a lack of conversation 
between postcolonial and mainstream ecocritical approaches to the globe which may 
include different kinds of disciplinary and regional training as well as varying commit
ments to critical theory and histories of empire. I suggest the postcolonial critique of the 
multicultural, humanist model of the world that arose from a specific thread of global
ization studies is instructive here. 

In his article on ecoglobalism, Buell positions the US as C;ln intellectual origin, writ
ing that "ecocriticism started as an insurgency that located itself explicitly within US 
literary studies [and that] ... spread long since throughout the Anglophone world and 
beyond:'13 He argues that "the possibility of planetary consciousness" has been prefig
ured by canonical American texts such as "Walden, Moby-Dick, and Man and Nature;' 
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positioned as "harbingers of contemporary ecoglobalist imagination".14 (His assessment 
contrasts with Bruce Robbins's recent claim that no "worldly" American novels have yet 
been written. 15) Certainly ecocritical study has never been the dominant focus for litera
ture departments, and there is a sense that it has been marginalized. Yet as scholars, we 
must ask what it means to position American ecocritics as a revolutionary "insurgency" 
and canonical US writers as originary to planetary thought. While I agree with Buell 
that the recent shift in US ecocriticism has been catalyzed by a general increase in trans
national literary approaches and a broadening consciousness of global climate change, 
we must complicate the privileging of the US and its critics as the origin of ecoglobal 
consciousness. Susie O'Brien has persistently raised this question about the tautologies 
of US ecocriticism in which mainstream critics locate the origins of global environmen
tal thought in their own (national) field. Importantly, O'Brien draws on one of the major 
tenets of postcolonial studies that critiques universalist claims to knowledge by arguing 
that the American ecocritical desire to "change the world;' presumes that ecocriticism 
"might know the world". 16 This question about the transparency of the world is one I will 
return to shortly. 

To date, Americanist concerns about global environmental issues sidestep one of the 
most obvious worldwide ecological threats-the reach of the US military. If, as Buell 
argues, these nineteenth-century authors write from the center of empire-which gives 
them a particular insight for critique-we must ask how contemporary American eco
critics might use their strategic viewpoints to engage the ongoing military imperial
ism. Should we privilege the US as a center for planetary environmental consciousness 
without at the same time addressing its contemporary threats to global sustain ability, 
including consumption, production, and a global military empire? Interestingly, it is 
the work of postcolonial studies scholars like Rob Nixon that has brought these envi
ronmental issues about US imperialism to the foreground. This is not,' as Nixon rightly 
points out, an issue of merely "disciplinary parochialism" but rather a "superpower 
parochialism;' defined as a "combination of American insularity and America's power 
as the preeminent empire of the neoliberal age to rupture the lives and ecosystems of 
non -Americans': 17 

There are enormous political stakes in these claims to the globe. Just as Gayatri 
Chakravorty Spivak and other postcolonial critics have been self-reflexive about the 
privileges of being located in US academia and the risks of 6bscuring our own com
plicity in the very networks of power that we seek to dismantle, a postcolonial critique 
of ecoglobalism would foreground the political and epistemological implications 
of being situated in the center of the American empire while positioning it as the ori
gin of ecocritical thought. For instance, most ecocritical scholarship positions Rachel 
Carson's 1962 Silent Spring as an origin or at least catalyst of modern environmental
ism that led to the founding of the field of ecocriticism in the 1990S. Yet this American 
origin story can be complicated by more rhizomatic genealogies of planet-thought~ 
As important as Carson was for shifting public attention towards our toxic environ
ments' the rise of tl1e modern concept of ecology and conservation, as Richard Grove's 

. Green Imperialism has shown, can also be attributed to the complex botanical networks 
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of the eighteenth -century European colonial island laboratories, particularly Tahiti, 
Mauritius, and St. Vincent. The enormous disciplinary system of natural knowledge 
production cannot be defined as simply European; it was created through the extrac
tion of knowledge and labor from indigenous and colonial subjects. As Grove demon
strates, many of our key ideas about the environment date from these early moments of 
European empire in which Enlightenment taxonomies and colonial rule were forged. 
From the ancient Greek and Roman eras to the present, empire was not a supplement 
to epistemologies of ecology but rather constitutive of them. IS Thus it should not be a 
surprise that one of the first ecology journals published in English was the Journal of 
the Society for the Preservation of the Wild Fauna of the Empire, established in 1903 for 
the benefit of British colonial hunters and published until the end of imperial rule in the 
1950S. 

Postcolonial ecocritics have argued that colonialism is not a history relegated to the 
periphery of Europe and the United States, but rather a process that also occurred within 
and that radically changed the metropolitan center. This is in keeping with scholarship 
that demonstrates that modernity was not exported to the colonies but rather produced 
by them in a constitutive relationship to the metropole.19 A refusal to"see the interdepen
dent histories of metropole and colony implicitly relegates postcolonial ecocriticism to 
the margins of Euro-American discourse. Historians have been more attentive in this 
regard than literary critics, demonstrating that European Enlightenment knowledge, 
natural history, conservation policy, and the language of nature-the very sciences and 
systems of logic that we draw from today to speak of conservation and sustainability
result from a long history of the colonial exploitation of nature, as well as the assimi
lation of indigenous knowledges from all over the globe. Thus Mary Louise Pratt has 
pointed out how the Enlightenment taxonomies of appropriated colonial nature could 
be configured, through the work of Linnaeus and countless plant collectors, into an 
eighteenth-century "planetary consciousness" that homogenized the world of nature 
into a binomial taxonomy. At the same time ~natural "kingdoms" were being inscribed 
in the language of empire and used to naturalize a racialized and gendered hierarchy of 
species.20 

So while Buell has argued that "the 'oldest form of globalization is environmental 
rather than economic or political" because species migrate,21 we need to consider the 
ways in which claims to a naturalized history of globalization can sidestep the more 
thorny political formulations, in~luding military ones. While certainly we want to 
uphold nature's own agency in producing a nonhuman form of globalization, an "envi
ronmental" model of globalization, on its own, would be unable to account for the enor
mous impact of other moments of globalization that include: the first circumnavigation 
of the earth which in the sixteenth century brought the Pacific under European domain; 
the eighteenth-and nineteenth -century forcible trade of people and plants across the 
globe by western European empires; the centralization of British (Greenwich) space/ 
time at the International Meridian Conference (1884) that, according to Denis Cosgrove, 
"inscribed Eurocentric assumptions into a hegemonic global image"; and the laying of 
nineteenth -century cable and other communication technologies instigated first by 
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the British empire and then by what Cosgrove calls "the competitive reach of commer
cial, industrial, and finance capital".22 These are only a few examples of any number of 
events that might be claimed to usher in the moment of globalization. In short, one can
not pinpoint an original moment of globalization or a people especially imbued with 
"ecoglobalist affects;' and we might even question, following Bruno Latour, whether 
we have ever really been global. Perhaps the turn to globalism is way of touching on 
different historical nodal points in order to better understand our own contemporary 
entanglements. 

REPRESENTATIONS: WORLD(ING) AND 

PLANETARITY 

postcolonial approaches to the environment have emphasized the mediating role of rep
resentation in order to destabilize the universal subject, ranging from debates on the 
construction of the «native informant" to whether the «subaltern can speak.:'23 In trou
bling transparent representations of the human, postcolonialists have traced out how 
the colonial process naturalized a hierarchy of species and codified myths of biological 
and climactic determinism.24 In its deconstruction of the normative masculine human 
subject, the field has largely been concerned with highlighting alterity and the limits 
of representation. As "ecomaterialists" who share much with a previous generation of 
sodal ecologists,25 postcolonial ecocritics have on the one hand highlighted the contin
gency of the representation of the human subject while on the other firmly placing the 
human in nature, as distinct from the body of ecocritical work that upholds a nature/ cul
ture divide by seeking to protect the purity of wilderness areas. As Ramachandra Guha 
pointed out over twenty years ago, the Deep Ecology and US environmental movement 
harnessed universal discourses of nature conservation that, in certain instances, dis
placed humans in the global south in the name of wilderness conservation. Guha also 
pointed out the ecological threats of both global militarism and overconsumption by the 
industrialized elite, both at home and abroad.26 Likewise Deane Curtin has challenged 
the universal claims of some strains of western ethics, calliI1g attention to their reliance 
on an unmarked individualism and upon narratives of progress and development.27 In 
the flurry of postcolonial ecocriticism to follow, scholars have emphasized that empire 
is constitutive to knowledge of place and its representation, and that the histories of 

have contributed to the hybridization and creolization of plants, peoples, and 
place in ways that profoundly denaturalize absolute ontological claims, particularly in 
places of settler colonialism. Postcolonial ecocriticism has brought forward critiques of 
capitalism, consumption, technology, neoliberalism, modernization and biopiracy in 

, the former British colonies and beyond.28 

Until the late 20th century the sun never set on the British empire, so for all its cri
tiques of universalism and globalism, postcolonial scholarship continues to engage an 
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enormous geographic expanse, examining national, regional, and global literary stud
ies. This has generated a productive tension in the field, in which representation has 
been deeply entangled with these questions of the globe, the world, and the worlding 
process. These questions about the ecocritical claim to the globe have been raised by 
O'Brien's early essays as well as by Graham Huggan. The latter turns to Spivak's the
ory of "worlding" the Third World, in which she examines how colonies such as India 
were thought to enter the world only via the universalizing discourse of empire which 
simultaneously alienated the colonial subject in his or her home. Thus the violence of 
"worlding" is waged in material and ontological terms. Huggan reminds us of the critic's 
implication in this process, reiterating Ania Loomba's concern that postcolonial studies 
is "overworlding" the Third World by situating it as a "locus of anti-imperialist resis
tance, the overpowering rhetoric of which risks silencing the very masses on whose 
behalf it claims to speak".29 As such, both postcolonial and ecocritical scholarship are 
implicated in this critique. As is clear, there is a history of resistance to the ways in which 
environmental narratives emanating from the metropole become universalized, as 
much as there has been a critique of the "overworlding" of postcolonial difference. Both 
have implications for our acts of reading the environment. This is not to suggest that 
scholars and environmentalists in the global south are not also complicit or implicated 
in these complex relations. As Anna Lowenhaupt Tsing has pointed out, postcolonial 
subjects may use a "strategic universalism" when engaging the discourse of northern 
environmental movements.30 

There are multiple ways of theorizing the world in postcolonial studies. Vandana 
Shiva has argued for an "earth democracy;' which is not derived from moments of crisis 
but rather the every day, arguing that "we [must] base our globalization on ecological 
processes and bonds of compassion and solidarity, not the movement of capital".31 As 
George Handley and I have argued, Edouard Glissant's work has been vital to think
ing alternative modes of globalization. In an effort to maintain diversity in the global
izing wake of sameness, Glissant proposes a theory of "tout -monde;' or "worldness:'32 
He describes an "aesthetics of the earth;" an "ecology" that criticizes homogenizing 
modes of globalization, monolingualism, consumption, "exclusiveness;' and "territorial 
thought': In making an argument against discourses of universalism he poses an "aes
thetics of disruption and intrusion" into sacred claims to legitimacy and into the homog
enizing market of consumption itself. 33 Building upon this work, O'Brien observes that, 
being "wary; with good historical reason;,! of the ideological and material implications of 
globalizing impulses, postcolonialism admits the force of the global in a way that explic
itly prohibits its recuperation into a formula that confirms the place 'Of the individual in 
a universal order, either of nature or culture. The global and the local come together, not 
by way of simple synecdoche, or the relationship between macrocosm and microcosm, 
but in a way such that each interrupts and distorts the other".34 As such, these theories of 
the globe are often marked, productively I think, by the tensions between alterity, total
ity, and representation. 

In writing against the homogenizing and universalizing thrust of globalization, 
Spivak offers the term "planetarity" as a useful way of theorizing a process in which if we 

r 
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"imagine ourselves as planetary subjects rather than global agents, planetary creatures 
rather than global entities, alterity remains underived from us:' In her view, "to think 
of it is already to transgress" because it recognizes that our metaphors of "outer and 
inner space;' or human and nonhuman, are neither "continuous with us" nor "speci:fi
cally discontinuous': Her argument addresses Loomba's critique in that planet-thought, 
a mode of reading, refuses to "authorize itself over against a self-consolidating other': 35 
fore grounding an ecological model of thinking of the planet as «a species of alterity': 
In Death of a Discipline, Spivak claims that planet-thought "opens up to embrace an 
inexhaustible taxonomy" of alterity often read in terms such as "mother, nation, God, 
nature".36 For Spivak and Glissant, opacity, alterity, and not knowing are vital methods of 
thinking the planet. Both are careful to pose a model of planet-thought that attempts to 
avoid the epistemological and ontological violence of colonization, militarization, and 
the structural adjustments of neoliberalism. Yet the turn to these impossibly articulated 
modes of thinking the planet has also drawn criticism. As Djelal Kadir warns, Spivak's 
validation of the planetary potential of comparative literature overlooks a «planet whose 
every inch is already plotted on universal global positioning systems, whose interplan
etary space is thoroughly weaponized, and whose planetarity, rather than 'undivided 
"natural" space' ... is already naturalized into martial containmenf'37 It is this relation
ship between worlding and militarism that I take up in this next section. 

MILITARISM AND THE ENVIRONMENT 

Most mainstream genealogies of ecocriticism trace founding moments of environ
mental thought to the publication of Rachel Carson's Silent Spring (1962), the :first Earth 
Day in 1970,38 and the Apollo space mission images (1968-69) which are thought to be 
key to catalYZing global consciousness. In fact, Buell observes that "the whole earth 
image taken from the moon a third of a century ago has long since become a logo, a 
cultural cliche".39 While it's true that most ecocritics invoke the Apollo images, none 
to my knowledge have tied them to a particular kind of global consciousness derived 
from American militarism in the Cold War. Denis Cosgrove has explained that the 
global view grew out of the aerial perspective of military aircraft arid that "the idea that 
vision in the form of a mastering view across space and time wa-s uniquely available 
to an aviator disengaged from '" earthbound mortals becam·e a recurrent feature of 
geopolitical discourse at mid-century':4o While the Apollo space mission photos were 
certainly influential, they were part of a context in which National Geographic and other 
popular magazines utilized wartime cartography in ways that naturalized nationalism, 
militarism, and American empire under the guise of a unifying gaze of the globe. As 
Tim Ingold has observed in his discussion of how classroom globes map territory, "the 
image of the world as a globe is ... a colonial one': Aerial military technologies in turn 
catalyzed American initiatives to expand their commercial aviation reach, evident in 
air space treaties and a rise in concepts of global connectivity, epitomized as Cosgrove 
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points out in the branding of airlines like "Trans World Airways" (TWA). Thus "global 
thinking was explicitly connected to air travel': which began with the airplane and cul
minated in the astronaut's gaze. The 1969 Apollo picture represents "an American image 
of the globe that has come to dominate late twentieth-century Western culture': and 
is not necessarily a global image but an American image of the globe.41 Here I'd like to 
bring together two parallel discourses about the temporal depth of global ecological 
thought on the one hand, and the globalizing spatial compression created by American 
militarism since WW 2. 

While it has been the norm for ecocritical publications to gesture towards a universal 
environmental crisis that threatens human existence on earth, the claim for the protec
tion of a global ecology has not been tied directly to the globalizing reach of US mil
itarism and its environmental consequences. There are a number of explanations for 
this silence. The first is a dearth of critical scholarship on militarization itself, despite 
an enormous American military build-up in the past decade with vast environmental 
consequences.42 As Cynthia Enloe reminds us, US militarization is so ubiquitous that it 
becomes hidden in plain sight and deeply naturalized.43 Second, a particular thread of 
globalization studies has perpetuated a largely historical approach to cosmopolitanism 
in ways that understate the ongoing power of the state and implicitly deflect attention 
away from forms of state violence such as colonialism and militarism. Yet war, which 
has largely been neglected by globalization studies, is constitutive of the globalization 
process. Tarak Barkawi observes, "in focusing on global flows held to be corrosive of 
territorially defined entities, globalization studies lost sight of war. Implicitly, war here 
is misconceived as a breakdown of communication and interchange, rather than as 
an occasion for circulation".44 Finally, the majority of ecocritical scholarship focuses 
on national and bioregional concerns like energy and natural resource use, consump
tion, foodways, state conservation, and population, and has not, with a few exceptions, 
engaged forms of militarism. 

Huggan and Tiffin's book Postcolonial Ecocriticism has been one of the few to posi
tion the United States as a global ecological threat, "a country that has actively and 
aggressively contributed to what many now acknowledge to be the chronic endanger
ment of the contemporary late-capitalist world".45 Although they do not develop this 
point specifically in relation to militarism, their work continues an important postco
lonial critique of structural adjustment policies in an extended discussion of concepts 
of development.46 Anthony Carrigan has us~fully examined the ways in which "mili
tourism;' to borrow a term from Teresia Teaiwa about the suturing of the military to 
tourist spaces, has been constitutive to representations of the environment in postco
lonialliterature. Rob Nixon's Slow Violence and the Environmentalism of the Poor (2011) 
is perhaps the most extended discussion in ecocriticisni as to the complex issues posed 
by what he terms "slow violence;' which he defines as damage that "occurs gradually and 
out of sight ... dispersed across time and space:' He highlights Carson's concern with 
"the complicity of the military-industrial complex in disguising toxicity" and, follow
ing in her wake, is one of the few ecocritics who turns to US militarization, examining 
the "fatal environmental imprecision" created by American so-called precision warfare 
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in the Gulf and its appalling legacy of poisonous depleted uranium, with a radioactive 
half-life of over 4 billion years. The 1991 Gulf War wa~, according to one scientist, '''the 
most toxic war in Western military history: "47 ' 

The legacy of the Cold War has not, strangely enough, been a major concern to US 
ecocritics but it ce!1=ainly has played a vital part in contemporary understandings of 
both ecology and environmentalism itself. Donald Worster has written that "the Age of 
Ecology began on the desert outside Alamogordo, New Mexico on July 16,1945, with a 
dazzling fireball of light and a swelling mushroom cloud of radioactive gases:'48 He has 
suggested that nuclear militarism catalyzed public consciousness about the invisible pol
lution of the global environment, a new understanding of interconnected geographies that 
helped Carson redirect widespread fears of radioactive fallout towards contamination 
by pesticides.49 Although it is not often noted, Carson's concern with the chemical fallout 
of industrial agriculture had built upon a decade of global protest against the material, 
social, and political fallout of American militarism. Thus, while Carson represents a vital 
turning point in thinking about the global environment, her work, rhetorically speaking, 
was deeply tied to the anti-nuclear, "one world or none" movement. 50 In this way the globe 
became connected discursively, as Heise points out, as "a world at risk': 51 

As I have written elsewhere, the historical connection between ecological thought 
and radioactive militarism is not as distant as it might seem. Ecosystem ecology, as it 
was organized by Eugene Odum, the field's "founding father': was in part facilitated by 
the rapid expansion of nuclear testing in the Pacific Islands and the subsequent radio
logical contamination of the planet. 52 The field of radiation ecology began in the Pacific 
with Odum's study of the Marshall Islands, and as a result, AEC-funded research labora
tories and programs in radioecology were organized in universities and nuclear power 
sites all over the United States, catalyzing the institutional development of ecosystem 
ecology. 53 This was in response to a global public outcry about the dangers of nuclear 
fallout and a worldwide movement against US militarism, which created some of the 
first modern conceptions of a globalism linked by the internalization of militarized 
radiation (fallout)-as well as the threat of nuclear apocalypse. So while there is much to 
say about the contributions the US has made to ecological thought, the role of American 
militarism has not factored enough in these discussions, whether we speak in terms of 
how the AEC helped establish the field of ecology, or the role of US imperialism, past 
and present. 

PACIFIC WARS OF LIGHT 
.................................................................................................................. ~ .......................................................................................................................................................... .. 

Discourses of alterity and difference have been at the forefront of postcolonial ecocriti
cism, which has done much to call attention to the material histories of nature and their. 
representational affects and aesthetics.54 This concern with alterity has been an impor
tant methodology for addressing the history of colonialism and its neoliberal and neo
colonial legacies. In the indigenous literature of the Pacific Islands, representations of 
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globalization, planetarity, and te ao marama, the world of light (in Maori), have been 
tied closely to the militarization-of the region. One might locate the region's globaliza
tion in the history of ancient voyaging traditions, as does Epeli Hau'ofa, as well as in the 
long history of European and US colonialism in the region. While the earliest Pacific 
literary texts engaged the cultural and political legacy of World War II such as Florence 
Johnny Frisbie's autobiography Miss Ulysses from Puka-Puka (1948) and Vincent Eri's 
novel The Crocodile (1971), the region's literature did not specifically connect militarism 
and the environment until the United States, the United Kingdom, and France began 
using the region as a nuclear testing zone, exposing the Pacific Islands to threatening 
levels of nuclear fallout. The global implications of atmospheric weapons testing became 
especially severe with the 1954 Bravo test, which covered the surrounding islands and a 
Japanese fishing vessel with radioactive strontium, cesium, and iodine, killing Japanese 
sailors and exposing hundreds of Marshall Islanders to nuclear fallout, which resulted in 
miscarriages, leukemia, thyroid cancers, genetic defects, and death. Designedto maxi
mize the spread of fallout and estimated at 1,000 times the force of the bombs dropped 
on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Bravo has been called the worst radiological disaster in his
tory; fallout was detected in the rain over Japan, in the lubricating oil of Indian aircraft, 
in winds over Australia, and in the sky over the United States and Europe.55 Bravo and 
the subsequent 2,000 or so nuclear tests on this planet, Eileen Welsome observes, "split 
the world into 'preatomic' and 'postatomic' species': 56 Radioactive elements produced 
by these weapons were spread through the atmosphere, deposited into water supplies 
and soils, absorbed by plants and subsequently absorbed into the bone tissue of humans 
all over the globe. The body of every human on the planet is now thought to contain 
strontium-90, a man-made byproduct of nuclear detonations.57 Indeed, forensic scien
tists use the traces of militarized radioactive carbon in our teeth to date human remains. 

Due to the decades of nuclear testing in the region, Pacific sovereignty discourse 
and literature has a profound relationship to what Paul Virilio calls the "wars oflight;'58 
demarcating them from the ways in which other postcolonial regions have engaged 
militarization and colonial violence. The Pacific literary response to the militarized 
radiation has been substantive, beginning with Maori poet Hone Tuwhare's well-known 
poem "No Ordinary Sun;' written after the Bravo test and an elegy to the globalizing 
impact of the Cold War and its scorching implications for life on earth. Tuwhare was 
stationed in Japan in 1946 and witnessed\firsthand the impact of atomic devastation 
on Hiroshima.59 In this five-stanza poem, he repeatedly negates the natural metaphors 
accorded to the nuclear bomb by the AEC that liken weaponry to the sun. Elsewhere 
I have written of the heliographic focus of anti-nuclear literature in the Pacific and the 
ways in which authors like Tuwhare have turned to allegories of the sun and light to 
deconstruct the Cold War naturalization of militarized radiation.60 The poem's alle
gorical mode has turned "No Ordinary Sun" into a rallying point for the peace move
ment across the Pacific. It has been reproduced in stone in the Wellington Peace Flame 
Garden, has been set to music, and has been adapted in a series of anti -nuclear paintings 
by New Zealand's well-known visual artist, Ralph Hotere. 61 Part of the poem's effective
ness is its refusal to visualize the spectacular effects of nuclear detonations and their 
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apocalyptic impact. Thus the poem ends: "0 tree/in the shadowless mountains/the 
white plains and/the drab sea floor/your end at last is written:' In concluding with a 
"drab" landscape, Tuwhare avoids the apocalyptic temporality of "the end is near" and 
substitutes it with the authorial claim to representation: "the end at last is written:' 

The poem concludes, not with the visual destruction of the globe, but with its oppo
site: its total illumination in a "shadowless" landscape. If, like Spivak and Glissant, we 
define globalization by its will to homogenize and to know the planet, we can see in 
Tuwhare's poem how he critiques the way military globalization erases alterity and 
shadow. Tuwhare visualizes how the violence of heliocentric modernity illuminates 
the ends of the Earth-mountains, sea floors, shadows-without allowing the space for 
alterity or the space for not knowing, not seeing. He offers a vital counter to colonial 
and militarist mappings of the Pacific, particularly by highlighting those spaces that are 
understood as beyond human habitation-the mountains, deserts, and sea floors fully 
illuminated by this "monstrous sun:' Hence, in this poem the shift to universalism (at 
the cosmic level) suggests a "drab" place without difference, something that should not 
be desired or normative, even if it is "not ordinari'62 

Tuwhare's shift from the landscape of trees and birds to those spaces of planetary 
otherness to suggest extraterrestrial difference on our own planet has also been shared 
by Maori author James George in his novel about the impact of the Cold War, Ocean 
Roads. This remarkable text maps the globaliZing process of Cold War militarism in a 
way that, to borrow from. Barkawi, "theorize[s] war as a pervasive and historically sig
nificant form of international interconnectedness, as a globaliZing force':63 Thus the 
protagonist Isaac Simeon, a British physicist employed by the Manhattan Project who 
helped design the first plutonium weapon, travels from Los Alamos Laboratories and 
the Trinity site to Nagasaki to witness the aftermath of the atomic attack, while his New 
Zealand photographer-wife travels throughout Vietnam during the war and then to 
military memorial sites such as the Trinity and Pearl Harbor monuments. Yet the space 
given textual prominence for this couple is Antarctica, a place where Isaac has a mental 
breakdown that leads to his institutionalization in 1959. In militarized Antarctica, where 
"the only green for a couple of thousand miles is that of military fatigues", he observes, "I 
spent a decade there without even knowing it. Every empty mile, every breath of grave
yard wind had my name on it. A name like mine, arrogance like mine. I just never real
ized it until I stood on it, set my foot with my flesh instead of my mind, my imagination". 
In wandering in the Antarctic desert he finds "phantom footprints" and total silence, 
replicating his experience in post-atomic Nagasaki. It's curious that of all the military 
landscapes he has mapped, George turns to Antarctica to set the scene for his protago
nist's realization of his complicity in nuclear violence, an awareness that renders him 
speechless for a decade. But Antarctica, like Tuwhare's "sea floor;' represents the limits 
of human habitation on earth, and a space of the planet's alterity. It is a place of "endless 
twilight': a desert where there has been no rain in a million years, where" (even the ash 
from burned human excrement lasts forever' ': Antarctica, Isaac determines, is extrater
restrial: ((I might as well have been on Mars': 64 Thus it is, like planetarity, an uncanny 
place, of our earth home and also a place of not knOWing, of not belonging, a profound 
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lack of embedded or place-based consciousness. Isaac is not the only one to interpel

late the poles as extraterrestrial-NASA used the Antarctic Dry Valleys (the same ones 

inscribed in the novel) as testing areas for their Mars space probes.65 As such, the cli
matic ends of the Earth provide an imaginary locus for thinking through ~earth1y and 

extraterrestrial globalism. 

As befitting someone inhabiting a space of alterity, Isaac becomes lost in the landscape, 

"reciting mathematical conundrums in his mind': his own way of ordering the world. In 
a panic "he begins to run, knowing that his tiny figure is covering in seconds what the gla

cier covers in a century:' and he then sleeps, dreaming of houses "far below, like a Lillliput 

landscape". It's Significant that George attributes an aerial view to his protagonist in his 
moment of crisis; Isaac becomes detached from his own human scale, imagining him

self from above even as he becomes subject to the immensity and alterity of Antarctica. 

There he dreams of the lights of a city below and of hims elf as the plutonium -239 "implo

sion bomb" that he created, the "Fat Man" dropped on Hiroshima in 1945. Interestingly, it 
is the anthropomorphism of these first weapons of mass destruction (the bomb dropped 

on Hiroshima was termed "Little Boy") that allows Isaac to merge with the other that 
he has created, to set "foot with (his) flesh instead of (his) mind:' Hence he describes a 

dream in which the B-52 bomber's doors open and he "slip(s) away:' his head and body 

"encased in their metal sarcophagus:' which represent "two separate nuclear weapons': 

It is in this fusion process, he explains, that "I have begun:' But even in the increasing 

heat, pressure and process of becoming an exploding plutonium weapon dropping on an 

unaware city, Isaac imagines a second, larger aerial gaze: "someone shadowing my flight 

might glimpse my skin buckling, cracking, the first rip sending searing light into the last 
picoseconds of blue sky". The merger with that weapon of alterity (in that its destruc

tive power cannot be fully comprehended), is not in Isaac's dream a merger with the 

environment but rather an always Apollonian view of detachment. Thus while a nuclear 
weapon at detonation will violently merge with its environment even as it destroys it, 

Isaac does not imagine this merger and he maintains his alterity and his aerial vision. He 

descends to Nagasaki and his dream concludes: "beneath me, skin peels, eyeballs melt, 
bones become liquid". As someone who refers to himself elsewhere as a ((disciple ... of ' 

light': Isaac believes himself to be ((more a child of the sun than the earth" and thus a sign 

of both global nuclear militarization (its homogenization) and planetarity (its alterity).66 
Cosgrove has argued that in on our global vision, the arctic poles ((represent the final 

ends of the earth, global destinations of ultimate inaccessibility. Their (conquest' offered 

individuals and nations a competitive sense ipf global mastery comparable only to cir
cumnavigation by sea or air or the ascent of high mountains': 67 So while Isaac might 

have experienced the realization of his own complicity in the violence of global milita

rism in the aftermath of visits to Trinity and Nagasaki, George deliberately locates his 
breakdown in Antarctica, a depopulated ((end of the earth" which in its continual illumi

nation throughout the austral summer, its lack of green flora and normative models of 

time tied to our perception of the setting sun, becomes the figure for a post-apocalyptic 
planetarity (difference) that renders human time and, given Isaac's 'breakdown, even 

articulation impossible. 
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While postcolonial ecocritics have focused on the populated regions of the Earth, 
Cosgrove reminds us that the colonizing reach of military globalization also entails 
"the Enlightenment vision of global encirclement': which becomes possible through 
the conquest of the poles. Consequently the "cold war was aptly named" because of the 
militarization and nuclearization of the Arctic and Antarctic: "The militarization of the 
North Pole redirected competitive research toward Antarctica. " and American deto
nation of hydrogen bombs to examine auroral effects. There is a direct line of descent 
from this work to the discovery of the Antarctic ozone deficit and fears of global cli
matic catastrophe': As such, contemporary fears of "the end of the Earth" created by 
rapid climate change can be traced back to an earlier discourse of the nuclear annihi
lation of the planet. Importantly Isaac's institutionalization occurs in February 1959, 
shortly after his trip to Antarctica where it seems he was a scientific researcher for the 
International Geophysical Year. (IGY), a global research project that Cosgrove calls 
"a defining moment for twentieth-century globalism". The IGY included extensive 
research in Antarctica and resulted in the USSR and US launching the first artificial sat
ellites' Sputnik (1957) and Explorer (1958).68 George's decision to place Isaac's breakdown 
in Antarctica amidst the IGY raises important questions about how Cold War science 
produced at the literal "end of the Earth" was made possible by our planet's own polar 
spaces of alterity, transforming what were understood to be spatial limits of the earth 
into temporal ones. 

On one hand we might interpret Isaac's incorporation of the omniscient eye into his 
dream ("someone shadOwing") as yet another visual logic in a novel whose form has 
been constituted by its engagement with such technologies of light as such as nuclear 
and medical radiation, fire and napalm, as well as photography and film.69 On the other 
hand, George's decision to locate this dream and transformation of his character in 
Antarctica suggests his invocation of the ways in which Cold War militarization cre
ated another spatial logic for understanding the planet. The "scramble for the seas" that 
constituted much of the 1950S was also tied to a "scramble for outer space" as the Soviet 
Union and United States rushed to produce both artificial satellites and intercontinental 
ballistic missiles (ICBM). The 1954 Bravo test in fact demonstrated the general portabil
ity of hydrogen weapons and thus the US Department of Defense gave top priority to 
developing the significantly named Atlas ICBM series. Moreover their experiments at 
the southern pole, where the earth's magnetic field is the lowest, led to a short but con
troversial nuclearization of the ionosphere, in which they detonated a number of high 
altitude weapons, so-called rainbow bombs, that created a bro~der distribution of radia
tion and involved the deliberate disruption, sometimes for weeks, of radio and radar 
communications. 70 

Cosgrove observes that the poles "remain eschatological ends of the earth, whence 
ozone depletion or ice-sheet meltdown threatens life across the globe".71 It is significant 
that George positions one of major climax points of the novel here, one that far exceeds 
the momentary appearance in the novel of the Apollo space mission to the moon, whi<;:h 
produced our iconic photographs.72 While Etta witnesses the televised moon land
ing from her hotel in Saigon and remarks on the differences in experiences of distance 
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from the earth, the personally transformative moment in the novel is associated with 
Antarctica. Elsewhere I've argued that George's novel represents the alterity of the planet 
through metaphors of light and radiatitm.73 Fittingly, that experience of the total light of 
nuclearization, while it cannot be experienced without the death of the subject, is dis
placed onto Antarctica, a place-during the austral summer-of total light which is not 
disconnected from the homogenizing reach of global militarism. Thus it is, like Spivak's 
theory of planetarity, an uncanny place of our earth home and also a place of not know
ing, of not belonging, a profound lack of embedded or place-based consciousness.74 

N oeI Sturgeon has commented that the end of the Cold War in the 1980s was simulta
neous with the rise of global environmentalism, the discursive and political implications 
of which have not been fully explored. While ecocriticism is largely concerned with 
terrestrial matter, such as the trees and soil that are thought to "root" human relation
ships to the land, it has not engaged enough with the ways in which our images of the 
Earth arise from Cold War militarism as well as with how modes of imagining the Earth 
might contribute to the naturalization of the military surveillance that has expanded 
since the era of Sputnik and justified first by the war against communism and later by a 
war against that ubiquitous enemy, "terror:' If the concept of the literary hero has mili
tary roots, as Catharine Savage Brosman argues, we might better examine the ways in 
which literary forms might naturalize military violence.75 Moreover, American ecocrit
ics might engage the present history of US militarism to better theorize an ecoglobalism 
without universalism, an acknowledgment of the violence of American empire as much 
as its necessary parochialization. This is one vital method of planet-thought, in which 
militarism and environmentalism are paradOxically continuous and discontinuous. 
Moreover, this· approach to planet-thought would recognize our own attempts, as aca
demics, to dismantle the homogenizing networks of power in which we are enmeshed. 

Cosgrove suggests the ends of the Earth, whether imagined as Antarctica or outer 
space, reflect the closure of open space, and the end of a frontier.76 Postcolonial 
approaches to ecocritieism insist on examining the shifting concept of the frontier, 
in both material and disciplinary terms. The newness of ecoglobal models provide a 
welcome opportunity to create a vital dialogue between postcolonial and ecocritical 
thought, but claims to the globe might be tempered by critiques of totality and univer
salism. Moreover, the frontiers of literary study are not necessarily outside of the lega
cies of colonial violence or the ongoing reach of US militarism. These are some of the 
thorny entanglements to consider as we witness th~ expansion of US-based ecocriticism 
and its recent shift into the environmental humanities. 
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